
 
 

 
CORAVIN WINES 

F I N E  W I N E  B Y  T H E  G L A S S  
 
“CORAVIN IS THE MOST TRANSFORMATIONAL AND EXCITING NEW PRODUCT FOR WINE LOVERS THAT HAS 
BEEN INVENTED IN THE LAST 30+ YEARS – THIS IS A KILLER DEVICE” 

ROBERT PARKER, JR 
       WINE WRITER & CRITIC 

 
WITH A CORAVIN THE OPTIONS ARE ENDLESS, WE CAN NOW POUR A GLASS OF FINE WINE WITHOUT 
PULLING THE CORK, THEREFORE NOT OXIDISING OR CONTIMINATING THE JUICE INSIDE. THIS ALLOWS US 
TO OFFER FINE AND RARE WINES BY THE GLASS, OR EVEN SPECIAL PARCELS WE HAVE BEEN LUCKY TO 
GET OUR HANDS ON.  

 
 

WHITE            125ML    

Pouilly Fuissé, Vielles Vignes Reserve, Béatrice & Gilles Mathias, France 2019  12.50 
                  Made from 85 years old vines. This wine is slightly wooded. Finesse and the roundness characteristic.  

 
Condrieu Les Mandouls, Rhone, Ferraton Pere & Fils 2018   18.50  
Jancis Robinson – 17 Points 
Floral nose, backed up by apricot, peach and a tangy marmalade note. Good zest on the finish. Typically bombastic, but 
retains balance. 

 
 
 
  
 

RED             125ML    

Crozes-Hermitage, La Matiniere, Ferraton, Rhone, France 2018   11.50 
Expressive and perfumed Syrah, with notes of succulent black cherry, toast, meat and violets. 
The tannins are silky and in perfect balance with the fresh acidity. The finish is long and harmonious. 
 

           Pomerol, Château Grand Moulinet 2018      14.50 
                  A real classic from this famous producer. 

 
5th Grand Cru Classé, Château Batailley, Pauillac 2015         26.50 
Wine Spectator - 95/100 
A dense purple wine with loads of crème de cassis, blueberry notes, background forest floor and cedar, this is a strong effort from Batailley and 
may well usher in a new era for this fifth-growth chateau that is capable of producing great wine. The tannins are sweet and the wine has an 
opulence and richness.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

    

 



   
   

  
 

 
 
 

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING 
                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                   
Bottle 
750ml/125ml 

151 Prosecco, Bottega Poeti, Italy                                                                                                                         28.95    6.45 
 A classic example of the glera grape grown in the prosecco region. Pear & peach fruit on  a lively, yet soft and generous palate 
 

            152 Rosé Prosecco, Bottega Poeti, Italy  30.95    6.85   
                   A fine and persistant perlarge (fizz), with a rich fruityness and hints of apple, white peach, citrus and wild strawberry. 
 

153 Balfour Leslie’s Reserve Brut, Kent, England  48.95 
              Red fruits, blackberry and a citrus underlayer. A truly vibrant wine with a fine yet sustained mousse and a  
              fabulous lingering, almost saline finish. 

 
154            Palmer & Co Reserve Brut, Champagne, France     54.95  
                A rich, aromatic palate of white fruits, pears, baked apples and apricots, with subtle notes of honey, hazelnuts,  
                  dried currants and brioche.  
 

155 Balfour Brut Rose, Kent, England  64.95 
A sparkling English rosé with a rose-pink colour and aromas of strawberry, rhubarb and pink grapefruit.  
Crafted with hand-harvested Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier grapes, this dry wine has a rich flavour. 
 

156 Taittinger Brut Reserve Champagne NV       68.95 
The intensely fragrant character, subtle biscuity complexity and superb elegance is due to a predominance  
of Chardonnay in the blend. 

 
            157        Taittinger Prestige Brut Rose                                                                                                                77.95 
                                       Stylish and dry with delicious summer fruit aromas and a long, full-bodied flavour typical of Pinot Noir based Champagnes. 

  
            158        Veuve Clicquot, Yellow Label Champagne N.V.                                                                  78.95 
                              Reflecting the traditions of the past, this is full, yet dry and has a rich, creamy style with biscuity flavours. 
 
            159        Moet & Chandon Grand Vintage Brut                                                                                 94.95 
                              The harmonious blending with older reserve wines yields these most loved floral aromas and subtle biscuit whispers. 

 
            160        Dom Perignon Brut                                                                                                                               195.00  
                                       Long and satisfying on the palate with layers of yeasty, nutty flavours, superbly fat and ripe. Complex,  
                              luxury Grand Cru Champagne made only in the best years. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
« Directors favourites    ¢ Available in 125ml   
Every effort is made to ensure the vintages are correct at the time of going to print, but these may vary. 



   
   

  
 

 
WHITE WINES 

 
DELICATE AND LIGHT       175ml/250ml/750ml 

 
1 Castillo de Mureva Organic Verdejo, Castilla Spain            6.95  9.35  23.95 

This organic Verdejo rich smooth body with balanced acidity and hints of fennel, herbs, citrus fruits, melon and peach.  
 

2 Esporao Bico Amarelo, Vinho Verde, Portugal           7.85  10.55  29.00 
A blend of Loureiro, Alvarinho and Avesso. The wine has exuberant citrus and tropical aromas with a 
creamy texture that leaves a long lingering and refreshing finish. 
 

3 Bottega Pinot Grigio delle Venzie, Italy             8.45  11.35 28.95 
Elegant and refined, with delicate floral notes and fruity aromas of pear and peach.  

 
4           Soave Classico, Bottega, Italy                                  30.95 

Delicate floral aromas, followed by a refreshing palate with blossom and citrus notes. 
 

5 Picpoul , Gerard Bertrand Heritage, Occitanie, France               33.95       
             Pale yellow colour with hints of green. Deliciously fresh on the palate with beautiful notes of lemon and an  
               invigorating finish.  
 

6 Gruner Veltliner Organic, Soellner Wogenrain, Wagram, Austria                     35.95 
Made from biodynamically produced fruit (making it organic as well) fantastically fresh with classic white pepper notes and  
aromatic flavours.  

 

   7 Gavi di Gavi, Toledana, Domini Villa Lanata, Italy                               35.95 
 This excellent producer crafts this refreshing gooseberry and mineral style with delicate floral hints, dry but not austere. 
 

8 Chablis, Icauna, France                                  44.95 
Fresh, lively with a citrus and white blossom character backed by a finish tinged with minerality 

 
 

     HERBACEOUS AND AROMATIC               175ml/250ml/750ml 
9 Sauvignon Blanc, Teneka, Central Velley , Chille     7.25      9.75    24.95       
             Refreshing, with citrus and tropical fruit flavours and a crisp finish. 
 

   10 Sauvignon Blanc, Vidal, Marlborough, New Zealand    9.05      12.15  30.95                    
 Classically crisp and herbaceously intense with great complexity, a mingling of passion-fruit and melon flavours 
 

11 Grenache Blanc, Gerard Bertrand, 6eme Sens, Occitane, France                     30.95 
Well balanced aromatic notes with a good level of acidity and a beautiful freshness that leads to a smooth finish. 
 

12 Viognier, Flagstone Word of Mouth, Western Cape, South Africa                            31.95 
Lovely aromatic, ripe watermelon, juicy peaches sprinkled with spice - a deliciously fruity cool-climate  
South African white. 
 

   13 Gewurztraminer, Alsace Tradition Organic, Emile Beyer, France             36.95                    
 Exotic floral and tropical fruit aromas, including rose and orange blossom, followed by hints of spicy ginger. 
 

14 Sancerre, Les Colinettes, Joseph Mellot, France                      43.95 
Stylish and crisp aromas of gooseberries and powerful fruit flavours, linked with a clean finish, from one of the finest and most  
dynamic producers. 
 

15 Balfour Liberty’s Bacchus, Kent, England                               47.95 
An intense, grassy nose with hints of rose petal and citrus spice. Fresh acidity with green apple,  
tangerine peel and a long, bright finish 

 
16 Sauvignon Blanc, Cloudy Bay, Marlborough, New Zealand                            54.95 

Layers of pure striking flavours combining the distinctive grassy aromas and surprising redcurrant spiciness  
and fresh lemon zest. 

 
 

 
 

« Directors favourites    ¢ Available in 125ml   
Every effort is made to ensure the vintages are correct at the time of going to print, but these may vary. 



   
   

  
 

 

WHITE WINE 
FULL FLAVOURED AND OAKED       175ml/250ml/750ml 

17  Esporao Monte Velho Branco, Alentejo, Portugal                8.15    10.95  27.95 
A wine which shows the best aromas and flavours of Alentejo grapes. Highlight for citrus notes of lemon 
and white stone fruit, in a complex and enveloping set. 

 
18     Chardonnay, Mount Rozier, Stellenbosch, South Africa                    8.45   11.35   28.95 
   Pale straw yellow in colour. Riper style chardonnay with apricots, yellow apples and white peach. 
 

19  Pinot Gris, Dashwood, Marlborough, New Zealand                      31.95 
  Soft textured, creamy and exquisitely balanced by a hint of honey and a gentle citrus backbone. An extremely versatile food wine 

 
  

20  Riesling, Te Kairanga, Martinborough, New Zealand                       32.95 
  A refreshing aromatic Riesling made in an off-dry style. The gently scented fruit and spice is accentuated on the palate by a mineral,  
       citrussy acidity. The perfectly poised balance makes this a versatile and complex food wine 
 
21  Cotes Du Rhone Blanc Belleruche, M. Chapoutier, France                      34.95 

Intense and expressive aromas of apricot, fennel and floral notes. The wine’s roundness is a perfect match for  
its freshness and the finish reveals subtle notes of aniseed. 
 

22  Albarino Pagos Del Rey, Pulpo, Rias Baixas, Spain                   34.95 
  Aromas of white flowers, hints of peach and apricot lead to a fresh, fruity palate with an almost saline minerality. 

23  Gerard Bertrand, Art de Vivre White, France                  36.95 
 A unique bottle made of natural earth, this wine has an elegant straw-yellow colour, decorated with green highlights  
    that reflect its youth. The palate is fresh, elegant and harmonious. 
 

24  Macon Villages, Pascal Clement, France                   39.95 
 Unoaked Chardonnay, with a yellow-gold colour and lively silver and green highlights. The palate is elegant with a        
     refreshing acidity, subtle, yet long-lasting fruit flavours persist to the finish. 
 

25  Balfour Skye’s Chardonnay, Kent, England                  44.95 
  Unoaked, the wine is complex with complex notes of of lemon peel, white pepper, pear, and lime, with a round,  
      creamy texture from extened lees ageing. 
 
26   Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Clos de L’Oratoire des Pape, France                68.95 
  Expressive nose of pear, lychee, elderflower with hints of vanilla and hazelnut; the palate shows Mirabelle plum followed by a rich finish. 
 

 
JUICY AND RIPE          175ml/250ml/750ml 
27  Chenin Blanc, Kleine Zalze Vineyard Selection, Stellenbosch, South Africa        8.15    10.95  27.95 

Ripe and silky-smooth, from South Africa's most popular white grape variety with rich guava fruit and 
honeyed character. 
 

28     Rioja Blanco, Barrel Fermented, Vina Real, Spain                    8.65   11.75   29.95 
  Beautifully balanced and quite delicious with pure, floral and citrus aromas leading into a rounded, creamy, rich palate. 
   

29  Gerard Bertrand Prima Nature Chardonnay Organic, France                     35.95 
  Prima Nature is a range of without added sulfite wines that offer particularly pure, generous and intense aromas.  
  Round and harmonious, this cuvée offers delicious aromas of vanilla and ginger bread. This wine has elegance and  
     lightness as well as a very nice balance 

 
30  Semillion, El Enemigo, Mendoza, Argentina                       38.95 
  Aromas of tropical fruit, spicy notes and toasted touches. On the palate it is rich, creamy and delicate with noticeable acidity  
      and a long, mineral finish. 

 
  

31  Chardonnay, Zuccardi Q, Uco Valley, Mendoza, Argentina                      40.95 
  Light yellow color with green hues. It shows notes of white floral and fruits. Fresh in the mouth, great acidity and attractive mineral character. 
 
32  Chardonnay, Bashsee, Sonoma Coast, USA                       48.95 

This wonderfully complex wine has aromatics of lemon curd, honeysuckle and soft butter cream. It packs extraordinary  
depth of flavor ripe with lemon, rich creme brulee and caramel and a hint of minerality. 
 

33  Chateau  L’Hospitalet Grand Vin, Gerard Bertrand, France                  68.95 
   Powerful and fresh on the nose. Aromas of citrus fruit, while flesh fruits such as pear. Mouth of great finesse and a beautiful minerality,  
       iodized notes with touches of white pepper and flint. 
 
34  Puligny Montrachet, Louis Jadot, France                   94.95 

 Distinctively Côte de Beaune, overflowing with generous rich barrique character and stylish stone-fruit charm. 

 
Every effort is made to ensure the vintages are correct at the time of going to print, but these may vary. 



   
   

  
 

 
RED WINE 

SIMPLE AND DELICATE                 175ml/250ml/750ml 
     

40  Crusan Grenache-Merlot, Pays d’Oc, France        7.55  10.15   25.95 
A blend producing a lovely soft round wine with fresh fruity blackberry and hints of pepper. 
 

41  Pinot Noir, Mount Rozier, Coastal Region, South Africa                   9.35  12.55   31.95  
A purple tint on the rim with delicious flavours of ripe strawberry and rich red cherry 
 

42 Beaujolais Villages, Pascal Clement                  33.95 
Ruby-red in colour, with aromas of red berries on the nose, it has a refreshingly light and soft palate with fresh, red fruit on the finish. 
 

 43 Fleurie, Château de Bellevue, Domaine Loron                               36.95     
   A family domaine in a cru sometimes called 'The Queen of Beaujolais'. Lively and fresh with flavours of warm, summer berry pudding. 
 

 44 Cote de Nuits-Villages, Domaine Bachelet  2005/2006                            190.00     
   The top pinot noir you’ll have from this famous producer in Gevrey Chambertin 

 

 

 

SPICY AND PEPPERY                 
45  Shiraz, Berri Estates, South Eastern Australia          7.25   9.75   24.95 

Cherry and raspberry, complemented by hints of spice and vanilla. 
 

46  Malbec, Lunaris by Callia, San Juan, Argentina         8.15  10.95   27.95 
Enticing aromas of cherry, plum with a background of warming spice, with freshness to the finish. 
 

47 Rioja Crianza, Vina Real, Spain            9.05 12.15   30.95 
Rich aromas of fruit cake and spice, smooth and supple in the mouth with perfectly integrated oak, a rounded silky  
texture and smooth tannins. 
 

48  Pinotage, Flagstone Writers Block, Western Cape, South Africa              44.95 
Intense concentrated aromas of wild blueberry and ripe cherry, supported by smoky, spicy undertones; ripe and generous;  
blackberry and plum flavours. 
 

49 Primitivo del Manduria, Gocce, Feudi Salentini, Puglia, Italy                   47.95 
Wild berries and notes of caramel, smooth with some spicy, aromatic notes.  
 

50 Vacqueyras, M. Chapoutier, Rhone, France                48.95 
Black cherry, blackberry and spicy white pepper on the nose with red fruit and smoky notes on the rich palate. 
  

51  Shiraz, St Hallett Backwell, Barossa, South Australia                56.95 
An opulent wine with an intense long finish, displaying powerful aromas of blackberry, cocoa and nutmeg. 
 

52 Chateauneuf-du-Pape, La Bernardine, M. Chapoutier, France                   78.95 
Aromas of roasted coffee, raspberry and plum. The palate builds on the plums with spicy liquorice and cinnamon.  
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RED WINE 

 

MEDIUM BODIED AND SMOOTH        175ml/250ml/750ml 
 
53  Merlot, Tekena, Central Valley, Chile           7.85   10.55 26.95 
  Fruit-driven, raspberry and blueberry fruit leading to a soft finish. 

 
54  Carignan, Rare Vineyards, Vielles Vignes, Vin de France             28.95 

The most concentrated and complex juice comes from grapes grown on old vines, in France these wines are often labelled  
‘vieilles vignes'. The fruit for this rich fruit-driven wine with herbaceous notes, was sourced from 40-year-old Carignan vines.  

 
55 Esporao Monte Velho Tinto, Alentejo, Portugal        8.75   11.75 29.95 

Black fruit and wild berries with intense rich finish. It portrays the best bouquets and flavors of Alentejo grapes. 
 

56 Nero d’Avola Merlot, Allumea Organic, Sicilia, Italy          9.05    12.15 30.95 
Wild berriers, cherries and licquorice on the nose, with dark cherry, coffee, chocolate and spice on the palate. 
 

57  Cabernet Sauvignon, Errazuriz 1870 Mapuche Block, Aconcagua Valley, Chile  29.95 
Mouth-filling blackcurrants and cherries with a gentle vanilla-spice finish. 
 

            58  Pinot Noir, Vidal Reserve, Marlborough, New Zealand     34.95 
Raspberry sweetness showing through a youthful character, yet more structure and complexity developing from barrique-ageing. 
 

59 Gerard Bertrand, Art de Vivre Red, France      44.95 
  Endowed with a beautiful brilliant ruby red colour, this complex and elegant wine offers delicious aromas of ripe red fruits,  
          a round palate with well-balanced melted tannins. 

 
OAKED AND CONCENTRATED         
                      
60  Appassimento, Fiorbella Rosso, Rosso del Veneto, Italy             8.75  11.75  29.95  

  Intense ruby-red, with a bouquet reminiscent of cherry, dried fruit, chocolate and prune; the palate is  
full-bodied, soft and round, with a spiciness and lingering finish. 

 
61 Shiraz Mourvedre, Journeys End Huntsman, Stellenbosch, South Africa              33.95 

     Medium-bodied with a deep ruby colour, this is a generous and fruity wine with aromas and flavours of forest fruits, cassis  
and blackberries. There are also subtle hints of green bell pepper and eucalyptus on the long finish. 
 

62  St Emillion Grand Cru, Chateau des Bardes, France     44.95 
  The wine has rich, fruit aromas; juicy, sweet tannins backed by soft touches of vanilla-toastiness from time spent in oak. 

 
63  Cabernet Sauvignon, Banshee, Sonoma County, USA                   48.95 

  Intense flavors of boysenberry, dark plum, and blackberry with a smooth silky finish featuring hints of toasty mocha and touch of vanilla.  
 
 

64  Amarone della Valpolicella Classico, Bolla      58.95 
  The traditional method of semi-drying the grapes first ensures an enveloping, velvet richness with marzipan, raisin and date flavours. 

 
65  Gerard Bertrand, Chateau L’Hospitalet Grand Vin, Occitaine, France                 84.95 

  Located on the coast, Château de l'Hospitalet looks down on the Mediterranean from a height of a hundred meters. The intense nose  
is dominated by spicy and red fruit, strawberry, aromas. The mouth presents silky and fine tannins underlining the fruity freshness 
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RED WINE 
 

SOPHISTICATED AND COMPLEX                          750ml 
 

 

  66 Malbec, Zuccardi Serie A, Uco Valley, Mendoza, Argentina    38.95 
Ripe red fruit aromas of prunes and cherries with black pepper and tobacco. Chocolate, spice on the soft and velvety 
palate.  
 

 67 Esporao Reserva Tinto, Alentejo, Portugal       46.95 
   Shows aromas of mature red berries and vanilla spice; plenty of fruit on a long spicy finish.  
 
  68 Cotes de Beaune Villages Reserve des Jacobins, Louis Jadot, France   52.95 

  A more feminine and certainly seductive style. Cherry blossom aromas mingle with gentle hints of spiced barrique character. 
                                 

69           Rioja Reserva, Contino, Spain                                       64.95  
Ruby-red, very fruity with an intense nose showing strawberry, blueberry, vanilla and a balsamic finish; the palate is round, 
velvety and mouth-filling. 
 

 70 Barolo, Enrico Serafino, Italy        66.95 
 Big, well-structured red, intensely elegant nose, with red fruit and spicy notes of liquorice and vanilla. 
 

71 Margaux, Blason d’Issan, France         68.95 
 Pronounced fragrant nose, pure Margaux, real quality and depth.. 

 

 72 Gerard Bertrand Cigalus, Occitaine, France      74.95  
   Lush and opulent with velvety tannins. Aromas of blackberries, black cherries and plums - reappear with a complex  
   framework leading to mint. The finish is long with perfect balance.   
 
 73  Gevrey Chambertain, Louis Jadot, France       89.50      
   The name of the producer in this village guarantees this full rich structure with intense red berry vibrancy and a  
   mellow long lasting character.  
 

 74 Saint-Émilion Grand Cru, Château Tour de Capet, Bordeaux, France 2019   74.00 
This wine is intense purple in colour, with aromas of dark berries, tobacco and mint with hints of spice and vanilla. On the 
palate, it is full bodied with soft, velvety tannins and a long, juicy finish. 

 

 75           Amorone della Valpolicella, Alpha Zeta, Verona, Italy 2018    74.50 
Deep and intense on the nose with perfumes of dried cherries and blueberries. A palate of ripe tannins and spiced, 
concentrated savoury cherry with a touch of wood smoke which completes a long finish. 

 

 76 Saint-Joseph, Les Royes, Domaine Courbis, Rhone France 2017     87.00 
 Intense, brooding masterpieces redolent of liquorice. A fistful of herbs and deep, deep plumy flavours. 

 77 Château Beau-Site, Saint Estèphe, Bordeaux, France 2013     89.50 
Full bodied, ripe blackcurrant fruit & elegant. Best chateaux in the Medoc, majority Cabernet sauvignon &  
matured in oak for 18 months. 
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RED WINE 

 
FULL BODIED HEAVIER REDS                                750ml   

 
 

78 Margaux, Brio de Château Cantenac Brown 2016       115.00 
 Made from 65% cabernet sauvignon, 30% merlot, 5% cabernet franc. Elegant and powerful with silky tannins on the finish 

 
 

  79 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Gigognan, Vigne du Regent 2007                                        195.00 
 Wine Spectator - 92/100  
 2007 is such a good vintage with distinct aromas of black cherry, earth (almost peat) and pepper 

  
EXCLUSIVE & BOUTIQUE REDS                   
MOLLYDOOKER WINES - MCLAREN VALE, SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA  

80 The Boxer 2016 - Shiraz  – Wine Spectator 98/100, Decanter Top 100 in World      59.00 
 

81 The Scooter  2016 -  Merlot  – Parker 96/100         59.00 
82 Two Left Feet 2016 - Shiraz - Cabernet-Merlot  – Parker 97/100         59.00 
 

83 The Maitre D  2014/16- Cabernet Sauvignon – Parker 97/100        59.00 
 

 

ERNIE ELS & ENGLEBRECHT ELS 

84 Englebrecht Els vineyards Cirrus, Syrah 2007          79.00 
 100% syrah 14% alc.  Englebrecht & Els family vineyards Stellenbosch, South Africa. 
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ROSÉ 
                      175ml/250ml/750ml  

100  White Zinfandel, Riptide, California, USA                7.25    9.75    24.95  
  A fragrant, refreshing white Zinfandel, with strawberries and sweet red fruit flavours balanced by a a zesty clean finish. 
 
101 Pinot Grigio Rosato, Antonio Rubini, Venezie, Italy            7.85    10.55  26.95  

 Lots of sunshine gives Pinot Grigio grapes, feint pink or "gris" colour, resulting in a fresh aromatic soft red fruit rosé 

71     « Côtes de Provence, Sainte-Croix, France 2021           10.20   13.30   39.50 
 Boasting elegant layers of strawberry, red cherry and raspberry with a delicate scattering of herbs. 

94 Primitivo Rose, San Marzano, Italy, 2020       42.00 
Intense and persistant aromas of mediterranean moquis, cherry and raspberry notes. 
A fresh and elegant wine, balanced in the mouth 

 
76 Château Ksara, Sunset Rose, Lebanon, 2020      45.00 

 A robust & crisp wine with ripe red berry aromas and a hint of spiciness, this rose starts with a firm round flavour  
& finishes on a fresh & vivid note 

 

68  Sancerre Rosé, Domaine Sautereau, Loire 2019      52.50 
 100% Pinot Noir. Bright, pale pink in colour, with lively notes of strawberries and raspberries on the nose.  
 Full-bodied in the mouth, this wine offers delicate flavours of fruits of the forest and a long, elegant finish with refreshing acidity. 

  
 84 Gigondas, Pierre Amadieu, Cotes Du Rhone (very rare) 2020 13.5%    59.00 

 With a luminous and deep pink colour, this wine reveals intense flavours of raspberry, wild strawberry  
 and peach on the palate. The Grenache grape lends fresh, floral notes to a pleasant lingering finish. 

 
 169 Whispering Angel, Côtes de Provence 2020      50.00 
 
 171 Whispering Angel, Côtes de Provence 2017/8    Double Magnum            180.00 

 
DESSERT WINE 

   

 
          ½ Bt      100ml 

25 Monbazillac Chateau Septy, France 2015 alc 13%   (available 50ml glass @ 3.60) 25.50      7.30 
Full-bodied, fabulously concentrated and intense, with a sweet inner-core of fruit 

27 Black Muscat, Elysium, Quady winery, California 2017 alc 15%   44.00  11.80 
  Rose and lychee aromas arise from this black muscat grape. The resulting wine is intriguingly  
  sweet & juicy, yet well-balanced. alc 15% 
 
102 « Buitenverwachting 1769 Muscat , South Africa 2015 alc 13%   44.00 12.80 
  This classical 2014 vintage Constantia dessert wine offers ripe apricot, melon,fynbos and  
  apple like characters. The initial sensation is sweet, but due to crisp natural acids the wine  
  has a firm and full finish. Wow! 
 

104 Noble Rot Reisling, Saint Clair, Marlborough, New Zealand 2018    65.00 
  Luscious pear and stone fruit with a hint of beeswax and a long lingering honey and lemon  
  zest finish. An enticing bouquet of soft dried apricot dipped in honey and underlying  
  notes of orange blossom. 

101 Ice wine, Pelee Island Vidal, Kingsville, Ontario, Canada 2008                115.00  
Icewine is produced from grapes which are left on the vine in the autumn and then hand 
 harvested in December and January when temperatures fall below -10 C and the grapes 
have frozen solid naturally on the vine concentrating the sugar. This dessert wine is lusciously 
sweet and smooth with rich, concentrated aromas of apricots and peaches. 
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